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Create a sustainable 
culture of design
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30  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Women in tech are 
good for business.



$13T 
$18T 

Growth forecast (in trillions) 

Women’s income China’s GDP India’s GDP 
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2014 
2009 

https://hbr.org/2009/09/the-female-economy

Women make money.

https://hbr.org/2009/09/the-female-economy


KEY FEMALE CONSUMER SEGMENTS 

ECONOMIC CLASS 

Elite 

Upper 

Upper 
middle 

Middle 

Lower 
middle 

Lower 

Single Married 
w/o kids 

Married 
w/ kids 

Empty 
nest 

Divorced 

Making 
Ends 
Meet 

Making Ends Meet 

Fast-Tracker 

Relationship 
Focused 

Pressure 
Cooker 

Fulfilled 
Empty 
Nester 

Managing 
on Her Own 

Successful 
multitasker 

Struggling 
for stability 

Striving 
for achievement 

Independent 

https://hbr.org/2009/09/the-female-economy

Women spend  
money and 
influence others’ 
spending habits.

https://hbr.org/2009/09/the-female-economy


All-male or all-female workplaces 

that shifted to a more balanced 

gender ratio increased revenue by

41%
http://www.cnbc.com/2014/10/14/hey-ceos-hire-
women-if-you-want-to-boost-revenue.html


Women on diverse 
teams make money.



Women-led tech companies achieve 
a 35% higher return on investment,  
and when backed by venture capital, 
deliver 12% more revenue than their  
male counter parts.

https://techcrunch.com/2015/04/16/now-is-the-perfect-time-to-be-a-female-entrepreneur/

Women founders make money.



TEAMS MANAGEMENT C-SUITE

project costs

employee  
performance

employee  
pay bonuses

faster project  
schedules

average growth

return 
on equity

price/equity 
ratios

Companies with women  
exec boards outperformed 
companies with all-male execs.

debt/equity 
ratios

Research Study What is the Impact of Gender Diversity on Technology Business Performance?  
Catherine Ashcraft, Ph.D. and Lecia Barker, and Cynthia Mancha   
2014  |  National Center for Women & Information Technology

volatility in times  
of economic change

balance in times  
of economic change

Women at every level make money.



Fail to hire enough women at Intel and your  
annual performance bonus could be on the line.  
 
Reviews are now based in part on meeting a goal  
that 40 percent of new employees be women,  
African-Americans, Hispanics, or Native Americans.

INTEL

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/career/a54335/how-the-tech-industry-is-growing-for-women/



Leyla Seka, SVP and GM of Salesforce Desk.com,  started 
reviewing salaries for 17,000 employees, found some 
women were being paid less than their male counterparts 
(although there were also some men being paid less than 
women). Starting early this year, $3 million will go toward 
evening out paychecks.

SALESFORCE

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/career/a54335/how-the-tech-industry-is-growing-for-women/



Dell is the first in the IT industry to implement a program 
known as MARC (Men Advocating Real Change), an 
initiative from the nonprofit organization Catalyst in which 
leaders commit to a series of actions: training on gender 
gaps, mentoring at least one female coworker, and taking 
part in coed discussion groups to identify and change 
unconscious biases. 

DELL

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/career/a54335/how-the-tech-industry-is-growing-for-women/



At the two-year-old startup Earnest in San Francisco, nearly 
half of the 181 employees are female. Three male managers 
made a point of attending a Lesbians Who Tech summit last 
year. And the company changed the name of a weekly 
company-wide get-together from Jank 'n Drank to Wednesday 
Night Dinner. Says Stevens, "Now the event welcomes 
everyone, not just those who code and those who drink."

EARNEST

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/career/a54335/how-the-tech-industry-is-growing-for-women/



If you want to be a good leader  
as a young man, you have to be 

able to understand challenges 

women face. You aren't going  
to be able to manage a high-

performing team if you don’t.”

—KUNDAL MODI, SF MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

“



Women in tech are 
leaving the business.



WEXIT
A problem in STEM fields where half 
of all women leave their jobs midway 
into their career and never come back 

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2551969/it-careers/it-careers-why-women-quit-technology.html

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2551969/it-careers/it-careers-why-women-quit-technology.html


BRO PAT

society where older men are in power  
and aren’t socialized to think about how 

their habits and attitudes exclude women

RIA
RCHY

CUL
TURE
youth subculture of nerdy alpha males  
in tech who demand the individual freedom  
to say and do as they please without penalty 





We are all better people because of the the strong 
women in our lives—sisters, mothers and friends”

“

http://mashable.com/2017/03/10/babes-balls-facebook-uber-zuckerberg-kalanick/#s3vNjc.2hkqn





They're [things that are] so small  
you'd never even complain about  
them, but they happen day after day.  
 
They're the kind of things that 

exclude you from the team  
and make you say, ‘Hey, is this  
the right career path for me?’”

“

MICROAGRESSIONS

—ALAINA PERCIVAL, WOMEN WHO CODE 

MICROAGGRESSIONS 



BYE! 

Glass ceiling 

Prove it again 

Biased evaluations 

Maternity leave policy 

Social isolation 

Cultural factors that 

affect women’s exit 
decision from tech 

Stereotyping 

Personality criticism 

Inadequate salary 

Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.



 
A Harvard Business Review study from 
2008 found that as many as 50% of 
women working in science, engineering 
and technology will, over time, leave 
because of hostile work environments.

Harvard Business Review 2014 Hacking Tech’s Diversity Problem   //  Joan C. Williams 

 



After ten years,  
women leave at  

3X
the rate of men.

Women In It: The Facts, 2010, Catherine 

Ashcraft, Ph.D. and Sarah Blithe National 

Center for Women & Information Technology



In 1991 women held

37%
of all computing jobs.

In 2014, women held

26%
of all computing jobs.

Women In It: The Facts, 2010, Catherine 

Ashcraft, Ph.D. and Sarah Blithe National 

Center for Women & Information Technology



Average cost of each new hire

$150 
      200k–

https://www.cnet.com/news/women-arent-the-problem-in-tech-land/

Experienced women are expensive to replace.



Experienced women are hard to replace.



What companies do is they make a small  
half-million-dollar donation to a girls' coding  
group or host in-house diversity groups.  
 
Half a million is like a quarter to you and I.  
It's all just a smoke screen for them to be  
able to essentially do nothing.”

“

—VIVEK WADWHA, TECH ENTREPRENEUR 
    STANFORD LAW SCHOOL FELLOW 

http://www.cnbc.com/2014/10/14/hey-ceos-hire-women-if-you-want-to-boost-revenue.html 

Zero credibility

http://www.cnbc.com/2014/10/14/hey-ceos-hire-women-if-you-want-to-boost-revenue.html




When we keep women in tech,  
it keeps tech in business.



“She just wasn’t a culture fit.”



Behavior

Time
CULTURE =



It’s the collective programming 

of the mind which distinguishes 

members of one group of people 
from another.”

“

—GEERT HOFSTEDE, ENGINEER AND SOCIOLOGIST 

CULTURE 



Culture

Values

Heroes

Rituals

Symbols



Values

Heroes

Rituals

Symbols

VALUES
People’s internalized articulation  
of what matters most to them 



VALUES



Values

Heroes

Rituals

Symbols

RITUALS
events or contexts where everyday life 

transitions into an alternative activity 

where culture is transformed 



RITUALS



Values

Heroes

Rituals

Symbols

HEROES
people who we admire for living  
the values of the culture and serve  
as behavioral role models 



HEROES



SYMBOLS
Values

Heroes

Rituals

Symbols

physical or virtual artifacts that 
express specific ideologies and  
represent social structures



SYMBOLS



SYMBOLS
physical or virtual artifacts  

that express specific ideologies  

and social structures

HEROES
people who serve as behavioral  
role models for living the values  
of the culture 

RITUALS
an action arising from an  
emergent or prescribed  
convention or habit 

VALUES
Peoples’ principles or standards  
of behavior or judgment of what  
is important in life 



Women in tech are good for business.

Women in tech are leaving business.

When we keep women in tech,  
it keeps tech in business.



CEO$ 
The biggest market opportunity in 
tech is to build a gender balanced 
business culture that scales.



MEN$’
job should be to tackle the gender  
initiative like any other business strategy. 





Companies don’t  
change because  
it’s convenient for 
them to change. 



Male majorities  
are likely to buy  
the business case  
for gender balance  
better from a man.
Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.



Men struggle to change 
the status quo because 
they are the status quo. 



Growth and comfort  
never coexist.”

“

IBM CEO Ginni Rometty, 2017. SXSW



Transformation  
requires discomfort.



You can’t ignore the 
gender problem and 
pretend to be a good 
business person.



GENDER JOURNEY: WHERE IS YOUR COMPANY?

Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.



Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.



Gender initiatives are led by women, geared 

towards women, and branded to appeal to women. 

They might be called “Women’s leadership 

seminar” or “Empowerment Workshop” 

Twentieth-century perspective 

EVALUATE YOUR GENDER FRAMEWORK

Twenty-first century leadership 

Leaders are called gender-equality “champions”  
or “sponsors” but are not accountable for 

imbalances in customer or talent profiles 

Lack of balance is a problem and a risk in terms of 

lawsuits, regulation and quotas 

The end goal is equality 

Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.

Focus is more on internal talent issues 

than external customer ones 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

Gender is a business opportunity, not a “women’s issue” 

Leaders are equipped with skills to work across the 

gender spectrum with 100% of the talent pipeline 

Gender-balancing efforts are focused on the majority 

of leaders and managers, not on women in particular 

Lack of balance robs the company of important opportunities 

Focus is on equipping managers with skills to create gender-

balanced connections to 100% of potential customers 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

The end goal is competitive advantage 06 



EMPOWER YOURSELF TO BE A CULTURAL LEADER

Think of women as a minority 

Traditional gender initiatives Strategic gender initiatives 

Disconnect your gender initiative from markets, 

customers, and stakeholders 

Create a women’s network as the key initiative 

Ask women for proposals to improve gender balance 

Promote women, as long as they behave as much like 

men as possible 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

Start by getting the executive team and the CEO  
to debate the issue 

Get top management to design and approve the 

goal, the urgency, and the action plan. 

Appoint a high-profile senior man to run the gender 

initiative 

Position gender outside of diversity and HR, recognizing sales 

and marketing as key players 

Position it as a business issue, not a women’s issue. 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

Think of women as a majority and train people how to sell and 

manage across the gender spectrum. 

06 

Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.

Appoint a woman to run the gender issue 06 



GENDER



Women in tech are good for business.

Women in tech are leaving business.

When we keep women in tech,  
it keeps tech in business.



It’s not about a quota, but new 

appreciation for a different core  
of values and behaviors.”

CULTURE

Aviva Wittenberg-Cox, “Seven Steps to Leading a Gender Balanced Business” 2014. Harvard Business School Publishing Corp.

“



$
Women make money.
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